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Integer and digital spaces are playing a significant role in digital image
processing, computer graphics, computer tomography, robot vision,
and many other fields dealing with finitely or countable many objects.
It is proven here that every finite T0-space is a quotient space of a
subspace of some simplex, i.e. of some subspace of a Euclidean space.
Thus f’mite and digital spaces can be considered as abstract simplicial
structures of subspaces of Euclidean spaces. Primitive subspaces of
finite, digital, and integer spaces are introduced. They prove to be
useful in the investigation of connectedness structure, which can be
represented as a poset, and also in consideration of the dimension of
finite spaces. Essentially T0-spaces and finitely connected and

primitively path connected spaces are discussed.
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This paper continues to build the theory of finite, digital, and integer spaces. See
references [7-9] for necessary definitions and terms such as: are, curve, integer and digital

lines, integer spaces, path eonnectedness, and digital topology, as well as for results which

are essential for following the arguments of this paper. For a more complete introduction

to the area refer to [6]. Familiarity with topology discussed in references [1-4] is assumed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale systems in fields such as computing, economics, ecology, and engineering are

becoming more complex. The complexity of their topology and eonnectedness structure is

also increasing. Nevertheless, they are finite spaces. Graph-theoretical, combinatorial,

algebraic and other approaches to such spaces have been used in [9-13].
Digital topology, eonneetedness, and continuous analogs of digital spaces have

received considerable attention in digital image processing, computer vision, computer

tomography, and computer graphics [14-17]. The topological terminology has been widely
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used together with the prevailing methodology of discrete mathematics. In order to change
this tradition, topological and combinatorial methods have been introduced. This strategy

has proven to be productive, obtaining such results as the Digital Jordan Curve Theorem,
the Intermediate Value Theorem for digital spaces, the digital closed curve theorem, and

digital fundamental groups among others.

It is proven here that finite spaces and digital spaces in particular can be represented
as quotient spaces of some subspaces of the Euclidean product spaces. Thus every digital

image can be represented as a continuous (quotient) function of a real Euclidean object.
The connectedness structure of finite, integer, and some more general spaces is represented
as a poset or directed graph. Thus, a funetor from the class of finite, integer, and more

general topological spaces into the class of posets or directed graphs is built.

2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES

Definition 1. A space X is said to be an essentially or inherently non-Tl-space, iffevery
connected Tl-sUbspace ofX contains at most onepoint.

Definition 2. A To-space X is said to be an inherently or essentially To-space, iff every
connected Tl-SUbspace Y ofX contains no more than onepoint.

Definition 3. A space P is said to be primitive, or a primitive, iffeverypair ofitspoints is

connected.

Definition 4. A subspace P ofa space X is said to be primitive, iffeverypair ofits points
is connected, and, for every xct P, there is a point y P such that the pair {x, y} is

disconnected.

Lemma 1. Everyprimitive space contains a maximum ofone c-point.

Theorem 1. For every pair ofpoints {x, y} of a primitive space P, there is an open

neighborhood ofat most one ofthem, which does not contain the other.

Proof. Assuming the contrary, we get a pair of points {x, y} C P, such that for each one

of them there is a neighborhood, which does not contain the other one. Thus each of the

points is open in {x,y}, as a trace of an open subset of P. This contradicts the

connectedness of the pair of points of a primitive space.
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Corollary 1. For every pair of points of a primitive To-space P, there is an open

neighborhood ofexactly one ofthe points which does not contain the other one.

Definition 5. Let P be a primitive space. If x, y P and there is a neighborhood U ofy
such thatxU, then x < y or y > x, and dim (y) > dim (x). Ifevery neighborhood ofeach
one ofthe points x and y also contains the other, then x and y are noncomparable.

Lemma 2. Let U and V be two nonequal open subsets ofa primitive set P. Then one of
the sets is a subset ofthe other.

Proof. Let us assume the contrary to the statement of the lemma. Then there is a pair of

points x, y} C P such that x V, xU, yU, and y V. Thus each of the points x and y

is open in the pair {x, y} as traces of open sets V and U correspondingly. Hence the pair
is a disconnected subset of P. We get a contradiction of the fact that P is primitive. This

proves the lemma.

Theorem 2. Every primitive space P is an essentially non-Tl-space.

Proof Let us assume that there is a connected Tl-SUbspacc Q t: P, containing at least two

points x and y. Thus each one of the points x and y is a closed subset of Q and

consequently of the pair. That contradicts the eonnectedness of every pair of points of the
primitive space P thus proving the theorem.

Lemma 3. Every essentially non-Tl-space X which is a To-space, is an essentially TO-
space. The proof is obvious.

Theorem 3. Every primitive To-space P is an essentially To-space. The proof follows

from the previous lemma and Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. Space P is a primitive space, iffor every pair ofpoints {x, y} C P there is a

neighborhood ofnotmore than one ofthem, which does not contain the other.

Proof. Assuming that P is not a primitive space, we get a disconnected pair {x, y C P.

Thus each one of the sets {x} and y is open in {x, y}. Hence there are open sets
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U, V C P such that xU, yeU, yV, and x V. This contradicts the conditions of the

theorem and shows that P is a primitive space.

Theorem 5. Space P is a primitive space, ifffor every pair {x, y} C P, there is a

neighborhood of no more than one of the points, which does not contain the other one.

The proof follows from Theorems 3 and 4.

Lemma 4. Let P be a primitive space. Let the equivalence class E(x) of every xP be

equal to the set of all points y P, each of which is noncomparable with x. Then the

quotient space Q ofthe space P with the equivalence relation described above is aprimitive
essentially To-space.

Proof. First, we prove that the relation is an equivalence relation. Let x, y, z P. It is

clear that x is equivalent to x and that y is equivalent to x whenever x is equivalent to y. Let
every open set containing x contain y, and every open set containing y contain z; then every
open set containing x contains z. Thus the relation is an equivalence relation.

Let R be the equivalence relation. We prove that R is associated with an order

relation on P. Let xRy, tRz and x < t. The relation x < t means that there is a
neighborhood U(t) which does not contain x. By the definition of R, yU and z U.
Hence y < z.

Let p, q Q, x p, and y q. Because x and y belong to different equivalence
classes, they are comparable. Without loss of generality, we can assume that x < y. By
Theorem 5, y is not less than x. The same is true for p and q. Hence by 5, Q is a primitive
T0-space.

Theorem 6. Let P be aprimitive space and x, y, z P. Ifx < y and y < z, then x < z.

Proof. Since x < y, there is an open set U such that yU and xU. Since y < z, there is

an open set V such that zV and y V. Hence yU and y V. By Lemrna 2, V (S U.
Thus zV (S U and xU, so x < z.

Corollary 2. The set ofpoints ofa primitive To-space is linearly ordered by thepreviously

defined relation.

Proof. From Corollary 1 it follows that for every pair of different points y, xCP, either

x < y or y < x. From Theorem 6 it follows that P is linearly ordered.
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3. THE TOPOLOGY OF PRIMITIVE SPACES

Theorem 7. Let P be aprimitive space and ^U(y) be the union ofall open sets, each one

ofwhich does not contain y. Then ^U(y) xlx > y and it is the greatest among all open
subsets ofP, each one ofwhich does not contain y.

Proof. Let x > y. then, be the definition of ’>’, there is an open set U(x) such that
y U(x). Thus xE U(x) C ^U(y), so {x Ix > y} (: ^U(y). Let xE ^U(y). Then there is an

open set V(x) such that xE V(x) and yV(x). Thus x > y. Hence ^U(y) D {xl x > y}.
Consequently, ^U(y) {xlx > y}.

Definition 6. Let P be a set ofpoints ofa primitive space P partially ordered by ’<’. A
partition ofthe set P into two disjoint subsets A and B is said to be a cross section ofP, iff,
for every xEA and y6 B, either x < y or x and y are noncomparable.

Lemma 5. Every cross section (A, B) ofaprimitive space P is a cross section ofone ofthe
following types:

1. A has no max element, B has at least one rain;

2. B has no rain element, A has at least one max;

3. A has at least one max, B has at least one rain, and every max ofA is

smaller than every rain orB;
4. A has at least one max, B has at least one rain, and every max ofA

is not comparable with every rain orB;
5. A has no max and B has no min.

Lemma 6. Let (A, B) be a cross section ofaprimitive space P. Then thefollowing sets are
open:

a) B y y > x is open in cases 2 and 3;

b) B is open in case 5;

c) B is either open or it is not open in case 1;

Proof. Case a) follows from Theorem 7. In ease b), let z B. Because there is no rain in
B, there is a point t B such that t < z. The set U { y y > t} (: B is an open set

containing z. Thus we have that a point belongs to B together with its neighborhood.
Therefore B is open. In ease 4 of Lemma 5, assuming that B is open, we get the
following: x B, y B and so y > x. This contradicts the fact that x and y are

noncomparable. Thus B is not open.
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Lemma 7. Let P be a primitive space, U be an open subset ofP, andxU. Then every

point y which is either greater than x or noncomparable with x also belongs to U.

Proof. Let y > x. Then, by def’mition of ’>’, there is an open set V such that yV and

x V. By Theorem 5, every open set containing x also contains y. Thus yU.

Lemma 8. Let P be a poset such that every cross section ofit is a cross section ofone of
the types described in Lemma 5. In orderfor P to become a primitive space, it is scient
to consider as open anyfamily F of subsets U, each one of which contains any point x

together with allpoints ofP, nonpresiding x.

Proof. For every pair of two different points, x and y, one of the following relations

holds: 1. x < y; 2. y < x; 3. x and y are noncomparable.
If there is an open set U F, which contains the smaller point or one of the

noncomparable points, then the other point also belongs to U. Hence, by Theorem 5, the

poset P with topology F is a primitive space.

Theorem 8. Let P be a poset with an order relation ’>’, satisfying thefollowing conditions:

1. ifx and y are noncomparable, and z > x (x > z), then z >y (y > z);
2. ifx and y are noncomparable, and y and z are noncomparable,

then x and z are noncomparable;
3. /.fx > y, then y , x,"

4. x > y and y > z, then x > z.

Then in orderfor P to become a primitive space, which will induce the same order

relation as the poset P, it is necessary and sufficient that the topology T ofP satisfy the

following conditions:

a) U(x) {YlY > x } is openfor everyxP;

b) B is open,for every cross section ofP oftype 5;
c) P and the empty setare open;

d) B may or may not be openfor any cross section ofP oftype 1;

e) every open setU coincides with one ofthe sets described in a) d).

Proof. First of all, it is clear that T is a topology on P. Secondly, every T-open set U
satisfies the conditions ofLemma 8, and, consequently, P is a primitive space.
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It is left to prove that the order in the poser P coincides with the order induced by a

topology of the primitive space P. Let x and y be elements of the poser P such that x < y.
Then by a) U(x) {yl y > x} is open and x and y are points of the primitive space P.

Let x and y be noneomparable elements of the poser P. Then, because in case 4 set

B is not T-open, it follows from the condition e) that x and y are noncomparable as points
of a primitive space P.

Let x and y be points of the space P such that x < y. Then there is a T-open set U,
such that yU and xz U. Set U could be of one of the following types: a), b), or d). In
any of the eases, the open set U is defined so that x < y in the poser for any yU and

xU.
Let x and y be noncomparable as points of the primitive space P. Then every T-

open set U either contains both of the points or does not contain either of them.

Assuming that x < y in the poset, we get from a) a T-open set U(x) {z z > x}
with ze U(x) and xU(x). This contradietion proves that x and y are noncomparable as

elements of the poset P.

Lemma 9. Let P be a primitive space and let every point have an immediate predecessor.
Then the topology on P is unique among comparable topologies, and it is defined in the

following way: every open set U is either ofthe type U = U (y) x x > y} or ofthe
type U = U (U(y)), where I is a subset ofP such that there is no max elementpreceding

yelc: P
I, or U P, or U is ep. The proof follows from Theorem $.

Corollary 3. Let P be a primitive space similar to the set ofall integers or to any subset of
it. Then there is a unique topology among all comparable topologies on P. The only open
sets on P are thefollowing:

the sets ofthe type y y > x} for each xe P, the empty set, and P.

Lemma I0. Let x be an element ofa primitive space P, which does not have an immediate

predecessor. Then there is more than one comparable topology on P. The proof follows
from Theorem 8.

Definition 7. A space X is said to be a primitively path connected space or PPCS, ifffor
any two points x, yX there is a sequence ofprimitives PI’ P2’"" Pn <:: X, such that
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n n
q. Pi is connected, x PI’ YPn’ and Pi n Pi-1 0 ( 2, 3, n). L) Pi is said to be a
i=l

primitive path between x and y.

Def’mition 8. A space X is said to be primitively complex, iff it is connected and every

point belongs to someprimitive subspace of X containing more than one point.

DeI’mition 9. LetX be a PPCS and allprimitive subsets ofX be ordered the way described

above. Let PI’ P2’ Pn (: X be a primitive path between x, y X, such that there is a

sequence of points {xi}, 1, 2, n-l, satisfying the following conditions:

Xi-lPi n Pi-1 (i=2, n), x < x in PI’ xi-1 < xi in Pi (i 2, n-l), and Xn. 1 < y in

Pn" For x<y, thepath PI’ P2’ "’"Pn is called an increasing pathfrom x to y, and the path

Pn’ Pn-1’ P1 is called a decreasing path from y to x. Set X with the relation ’<’,

induced above, is a poser. From now on we shall consider the PPCS together with the

relation ’<’.

Lemma 11. Let PI’ P2’ Pn be a monotonic primitive path between x and y and let

x < y. Let P { x, x1, x2, xn.1, y} be the set described in Definition 9. Then P is a

primitive space.

Proof. Let U be an open subset of X containing x. Let us assume that xi U.
x < Xi+lPi+1, by the definition of increasing primitive path. By Lemma 7, Xi+lU.
Hence, by mathematical induction, every xkU andyU. Thus every open set containing

x, contains y, whenever x < y. Therefore, by Theorem 4, the space P is a primitive space.

Corollary 4. Let PI’ P2’ Pn be a monotonic primitive path between x and y. Then the

pair {x, y} is connected and belongs to someprimitive subset ofX.

Corollary 5. Let there be an order relation between two points x and y ofspace X. Then

there is a primitive subspace containing x and y.

Lemma 12. Let X be a PPCS. ffan open set U comains a point x, then it also contains

every point y such that either y > x or y is noncomparable with x, and the pair {x, y} is

connected.
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From Corollary 5 it follows that there is a primitive subspacc P (2 X, containing x
and y. From Lemma 7 it follows that yU.

Lemma 13. Let X be a PPCS and x z. lfz :k x and the pair {z,x} is not connected,
then there is an open set U such thatxU andzU.

Proof. If z $ x, then either z < x or z and x are noncomparable.
In case 1, by the def’mition of the relation ’<’, there is an open set U such that

x U, and z U.
In case 2, the pair {x, z} is nonconnected, so for each of the points there is an open

neighborhood which does not contain the other point.

Lemma 14. Let X be a PPCS which satisfies the conditions ofthe previous two lemmas

and which is such that the intersection ofany collection of its open subsets is open. Then

for anyxX the set U(x) {y y > x} U E(x) is the minimal open set containing x. E is a

set ofallpoints y such that x, y is connected and x and y are noncomparable.

Proof. The intersection of all open sets containing x is open by the conditions of this

lemma. This intersection is a minimal open set containing x. By Lemma 12, it contains all
points y > x. Every pair {x, y} (X E is connected, so there is a primitive subspace
containing x,y}. If there were an open set U such that xU and yU, then x would be

greater than y. This contradicts the condition that x and y are noncomparable. Thus,
yU(x). Hence, E (: U(x). By Lemma 13, U(x) y y > x} U E (x).

Corollary 6. Let X be one of the following spaces: finite To-space, digital space, or

integer space. Then U(x) = {yl y > x] is the minimal open set containing x.

Theorem 9. Let X be a PPCS. Let ^U(x) be the maximal among all open subsets ofX,
each one ofwhich does not contain x. Then ^U(x) X ( {y y < x } E). (E/s defined
in Lemma 14.)

Proof. Let {y, x} be connected and x < y. Then, by def’mition of the relation ’<’ on a
primitive space, there is an open set U(y) such that y U(y) and x U(y). So
yU(y) (S ^U(x).
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Let {y, x} be disconnected. Then for each of the points, there is an open set which

does not contain the other point. Let U(y) be an open set which does not contain x. A set

U(x) kd U(y) is open, as a union of open sets, and xU(x). Thus ycU(x)C^U(x).
y<x

Let y and x be noncomparable, and let there be a primitive space containing both of
them. Then every open set containing one of them contains the other one. Thus y ^U(x).

Let y < x and U(x) be an open set such that xU(x), and let yU(x). Then, by
I_emma 12, xe U(x). This contradicts our assumption. Thus we prove that y U(x)
whenever y < x. Thus y ^U(x).

Let y and x be noncomparable, and let there be no primitive space containing
{x, y}. Then {x, y} is disconnected and for each of the points there is an open set, which
does not contain another one. Let U(y) be an open set such that ye U(y) and xe U(y). By
the definition of ^U(x), U(y) C ^U(x), and so yU(y) C ^U(x). Thus we prove that, for

every xX, the maximal open set containing x is equal to ^U(x) X ({y Y < x} L) E).

Theorem 10. Let X be a PPCS satisfying the conditions ofLemma 14; thenfor any xX
the set ^U(x) {YIY > x} is open.

Proof. Let y > x; then there is a primitive space P C X such that x, ye P C X. There is an

open subset V C P such that ye V and x V. Open in P, set V is a trace of some set

U(y) C X, open in X, i.e. V U(y) c P. xeU and ye U. Thus, for every y > x, there is

an open set U(y), containing y. ^U(x) C k3 U(y) Because x k3 U(y), neither the
y>x y>x

point z < x, nor the point z noncomparable and eormeeted with x, belongs too U(y) If z
y>x

is noncomparable with x and ff there is no primitive space containing x and z, then

z O(y).
y>x

Corollary 7. The sets of types: V(x) {y Y > x}, U(x) X {y Y -< x}, and ^U(x)
{YIY x }, are open in finite To-spaces and digital and integer spaces. The proof

follows from Lemma 14 and Theorems 9 and 10.

Theorem 11. Let X be a PPCS such that an intersection of any collection of its open
subsets is open. Then there is a unique To-topology among all comparable topologies,

producing the same set of connected subsets of X. The open sets are of types:
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^U(x) {y y > x}, V (x) {y y > x L) E, and U(x) X {y y x E, where x,
yX. The proof follows from Lemma 14 and Theorems 9 and 10.

Corollary 8. Finite To-spaces and digital and integer spaces each have a unique topology
among all comparable To-topologies, producing the same set ofconnected subspaces. The

topology ofthese spaces is described above.

Definition 10. Let X be a primitively path connected To-space such that every primitive

subset ofX has thefirst element, andfor every yX, whenever there is an element x < y,

there is an immediate predecessor z < y such that (z, y) = . We assign to the first
element x ofevery primitive set P dim (x, P) 0 ifx is a c-point and dim(x, P) 1 in all

other cases. By induction, dim(x, P) k if the dim (y, P) k- 1, where y is the

immediate predecessor ofx.
LetxP1 P2"" Pk and d1, 62, dk be the corresponding dimensions ofx

in P1, P2 Pk. Let D(x) max ( d1, d2,..., dk). By induction, we redefine dim (y, Pi)
for every y > x (shift the dim). Continuing this process, it is possiblefor us to assign to

each pointxX an ordinal number D(x) such that D(x) < D(y), whenever x < y. We call

point x an i-point/fD(x) i. For simplicity, we restrict in some cases our consideration to

finite To-spaces.

Definition 11. Let thepair {x, y} be connectedand D(x) i, D(y) j andj < i. Thenpoint
y is called aj-face ofi-point x.

4. FIN1TE AND FINITELY CONNECTED SPACES

Theorem 12. Everyfinite space X is an essenu’ally non-Tl-space.

Proof. Let us assume that there is a finite space X which has a connected Tl-SUbspace Y,
containing more than one point. Y is finite and every one-point subset ofY is closezL The
set Z Y {y} is a closed subset of Y as a finite union of closed sets. Thus Y is

represented as a union of two disjoint closed subsets. A conmction to the connectedness
ofY proves the theore
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Theorem 13. Everyfinite To-space is an essentially To-space. The proof follows from

Theorem 12 and the fact that every T0-space is an essentially T0-space, whenever it is an

essentially non-Tl-space.

Lemma 15. Every PPCS is path connected. The proof is obvious.

Theorem 14. Space X is a PPCS if, for every pair ofpoints {x, y} t: X, there is afinite
arc connecting them.

Proof. Every finite arc C is either a T0-are or the antidiscrete two-point set, unless it is not

a one-point set. In any ease, C is a finite sequence of points, x el, c2, en y, such

that every pair {ci, el+ 1 } is connected (i 1, n- 1). Thus every pair {ci, el+ }

1, 2, n 1) belongs to some primitive subset P of X. Hence X is PPCS.

Definition 12. Space X is said to be finitely connected, ifffor every pair of its points

{x, y} there is afinite arc, C X, connecting them.

Hence we proved the following.

Lemma 16. Everyfinitely connected space X is a PPCS.

Remark 1. A finitely eonnecte.d space is not finite in general; it can have any eardinality.

Lemma 17. Every PPCS is finitely connected. The proof follows immediately from the

definitions.

Example. Not everypath connected essentially To-space X is arcwise connected.

Let X I k3 {x, y}, where I is an integer line with its order and topology. Every
set of types In, **) kd {x} and [n, **) U {y} is open in X, whenever {n} is open in I. For
every pair of open subsets {n} and U of I, the sets of types: U, U k3 In, **) L) {x},
U In, **) {y}, U k3 In, **) U {x} {y}, X and the empty set are open subsets of

X.
It is clear that X is a path connected essentially T0-space, which is not arcwise

connected. There is no arc in X connecting points x and y. Thus X is not finitely

connected.
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5. FINITE, DIGITAL, AND EUCLIDEAN SPACES

Lemma 18. The number N(Sn,k) of k-faces ofan n-simplex Sn is equal to ( k+l ), and itn+l

approaches infinity, when n --> **. The proof is obvious.

Lemma 19. The number M(N, j, i) of J-faces ofan N-simplex, each one of which has

common i-face with other j-faces, is equal to ( -1.i ), and it approaches infinity, when N

approaches infinity. The proof is obvious.

For i 1, 2, k, where k is one greater than the highest dimension of a point, we
are checking each i-point of X. If, for some i-point x the number N(i, j) of j-points (j-
faces) connected with x in X is greater than the number N(Si, j) ofj-faces of Si, i.e. N(i, j)

> N(Si, j), then we increase the D of this i-point and the D of all the points which are

greater than x. We continue increasing D until N(Si, j) becomes greater than N(i, j). By
Lemma 18, it is possible to achieve the wanted result.

Let N be the highest D of a point ofX plus 1, after the end of the previous sequence
of checkings. For i = 0, 1, N-l, we shall compare for each i-point x, the number of

j-points N(x, j), for which x is an i-face, with the number M(N, j, i). If M(N, j, i) >
N(x,j), then we can choose N such that M(N, j, i) > N(x, j). This is possible to do, by
Lemma 19.

Remark 2. In previous procedures, we added to X one more point x0, such thatfor any
xX, the pair x0, x} is connected. Thus x0 belongs to every primitive set, x0 is the
greatest element ofX, and every point x is aface ofxO.

Below we consider only open simplexes in Euclidean spaces, without points
belonging to their faces.

Let the simplex SN correspond to x0. We assign to each i-point ofX an i-face of

SN in such a way that Si is an i-face of Sj, if the corresponding i-point is an i-face of a

corresponding j-point. This correspondence relation is a monomorphism, which preserves
the eonneetedness relation. Let us take a subset of a eloseA simplex SN, containing only its
faces, which correspond to the points of X. This subspace of SN we call SN(X). The
quotient space of SN(X) is obtained from it by representation of each face of SN,
belonging to SN(X), as one point. The obtained quotient space ASN(X) we call an

abstract complex, corresponding to the union of open simplexes SN(X). The abstract

complex ASN(X) is homeomorphie to X, by Corollary 8.
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By induction it is easy to prove that SN(X) can be built in finitely many steps for
the finite T0-space X. We start from 0-points. They can take arbitrary vertex positions in

SN. Simplexes arc used because all their i-faces have the same local conncctedncss

structure. Next, wc consider 1-points of X. Let us assume that wc already positioned all i-

points for 1, 2, k-1 and some k-points. Now wc try to find a place for a k-point x

in SN(X). When it is impossible, wc increase the dimension of x and of all the points ofX
which arc greater than x, increasing them on the same value by shifting them. The value of

N, i.e., the dimension of SN, will increase correspondingly. By Lcmma 18, it is always
possible to satisfy any conncctcdncss relation. We have to take care only about faces,

because points of higher dimension have not bccn positioned. Points of the same
dimension for T0-spaccs arc disconnected. We can also give geometrical proof. If the

i-point y is less than the k-point x, then the simplex Si(y), corresponding to y, is a face of a

simplex Sk(x), corresponding to x. Let Vi(y) and Vk(x) bc respectively the sets of vertices

of Si(y) and Sk(x). Vi(y) C Vk(x), because Si(y) is a face of Sk(x). If z < y, then z < x,

and so z is a face of x. Let U be a union of vertices of all faces of x. If there is a k-simplex
Sk in SN(X), for which U is a subset of its vertices, and if no one other vertex of

simplexes, which have bccn positioned before, belongs to Sk, then Sk can represent x.

Otherwise, if there arc n points in U and if m points satisfying the previously-stated
condition can bc found in SN, then wc increase the dimension of SN and of each point
z > x by j k m n + 1. Let us take j points of the new SN, which do not belong to

SN(X). Wc get k + 1 vertices of a new simplex, which wc call Sk(x). We add this

k-simplex to SN(X). It is clear that Sk(x) has the same conncctedncss relations with the

simplexes of SN(X) of lower dimensions, as x does with corresponding points of X. By
induction, this process can bc repeated any finite number of times. Thus, wc construct

SN(X) C SN, repeating the process n times, where n is the number of points of X.
We get the following:

Theorem 15. Everyfinite connected To-space X is a quotient space ofa subspace SN(X)

ofsome simplex SN. SN(X) is a union ofsomefaces ofsimplex SN. There is a one-to-

one correspondence between X and the faces of SN, which belong to SN(X). X is a

quotient space ofSN(X), obtained by replacing each simplex of SN(X) with one point.

The connectedness relation between simplexes ofSN(X) is the same as the connectedness

relation between corresponding points ofX.

Theorem 16. Every finite To-space X is a quotient space ofsome subspace SN(X) of
Euclidean space E(N), which can be represented as a finite disjoint union of open
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simplexes ASN(X). The quotient function maps every simplex of SN(X) into a

corresponding point ofX andpreserves the connectedness relation between simplexes in

SN(X).

Definition 13. Let P be a poser. Let any two distinct elements x and y ofP satisfy exactly
one ofthefollowing relations:

a) x > y (order relation);

b) x y (equivalence relation);

c) x\y (noncomparability or separation relation).
The poser P is said to be a poser enriched with the equivalence relation ’~’, ifffor

any a, b, c, deP thefollowing conditions are satisfied:
1) ifa > b, then b , a;

2) ifa > b and b > c, then a>c;

3) ifa~b, c d and a > c, then b > d;

4) ifa ~b, eI and ac, then bd.
We say that b < a iffa > b.

Lemma 20. LetX be an essentially non-Tl-space, and x and y be two arbitrary points of
X. Then one ofthefollowing holdsfor every pair ofpoints x, y ofX:

a) x > y (y > x),/f {x, y}/s connected and there is an open neighborhood ofy (x)
which does not contain x (y);

b) x y, g x, y is connected and every open neighborhood ofone of the points
contains the other one as well;

c) x\y/f{x, y} is disconnected.

A poser P ofpoints ofX is a poser, enriched with the equivalence relation ’~’.
The proof follows immediately from previous lemmas and theorems.

Corollary 9. A poser P is a non-enrichedposer ifX is an essentially To-space.

Definition 14. Let V be a subspace ofthe space X. A subset S(V) ofthe space X is said to

be a surrounding of V in X, iff every connected set U of X, satisfying the inequality
U V Et U c (X V), also satisfies the inequality S(V) U V .

The notion of surrounding is very important. It plays the same role for T0-spaces
and for spaces without any separation axiom as neighborhood does for Hausdorff spaces.
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Def’mition 15. A subset S(V) ofthe space X is said to be a direct surrounding ofV C X in

X, iff S(V) is a surrounding of V, andfor every point x S(V) V there is a pointyV

such that {x, y} is connected.

It is clear that direct surrounding is the smallest surrounding of a set in space.

Theorem 17. Let X be a connected To-space. Thenfor every xX one of the following

statements holds:

1. there is a ch’rect surrounding S(x) ofx in X;
2. there is a subset V ofX-{x} such that x CI(V), x is a c-point ofX, and {x, y}

is disconnectedfor every yV. Every neighborhood ofx contains infinitely many points

ofV.

Proof. Let X be a T0-space and xX. Let V(x) be an intersection of all open subsets ofX

containing x. There are two possible eases:

1. V(x)= (x};
2. V(x) contains some points different from x.

Let V(x) {x} and x be a e-point. By def’mition of V(x), for any y there is an open
neighborhood U(x) such that yV(x). Thus {x} is a elopen subset of {x, y} and the pair

{x,y} is disconnected.

Every neighborhood of x contains inf’mitely many points. Assuming the contrary,

we get a neighborhood U of x, which contains finitely many points. For any y, different
from x, there is an open set W such that xW and y W. Thus {x} is open as the

intersection of finitely many open sets. Hence, {x} is a elopen subset of X. The

contradiction with the fact that X is eormected shows that every neighborhood ofx contains

infinitely many points.
Let V(x) {x} and x not be a e-point. Let yCl(x). Then {x, y} is connected;

otherwise open sets U(x) and U(y) would be separating x from y, i.e., y U(x) and

xU(y). yCl(x) implies that xU(y). Thus {x, y} is connected. If z Cl(x), then {x,z}
is disconnected. By definition of Cl(x), there is a U(z) such that xU(z). There is a U(x)
such that zU(x), because c U(x) {x}.

Let V(x) {x} andyV(x). Because V(x) is the intersection of all open subsets of

X containing x, every open neighborhood U(x) of x contains y. Thus {x, y} is connected.
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Definition 16. A continuous map f" Y ---> X is said to be a connectedness-preserving map,

iff the coimage ofevery connected subset ofX is a connected subset ofY.
Theorem 18. For every To-space X there is an effective way of constructing a

corresponding T2-space (Hausdorff space) H(X), such that there is a connectedness-

preserving quotient map f: H(X) --->X.

Proof. We consider all c-points of X as points of H(X), For every non-c-point xe X, by
the previous theorem, there is a direct surrounding S(x). Let ye S(x). We connect the

points x and y with the interval (0, 1) of the real fine.

If x is an o-point, then for every ye S(x) we connect points x and y with some

interval homeomorphic to the interval (0, 1) of the real fine:

a) the interval (0, 1) is associated with x, if y is a c-point;

b) the interval (0, 1/2) is associated with x, ff y is an n-point.
The same is done with every o-point x.

If x is an n-point, then for every y S(x) we connect x and y with the interval (0,1),
ff they are not connected yet:

a) the interval (0, 1) is associateA with x, if y is a c-point;

b) the interval [1/2, 1) is associated with x, if y is an o-point;
e) one of the intervals (0, 1/2), (0, 1/’2], (1/2, 1), or [1/2, 1) is associated with x, if

y is an n-point, and the other halfof the interval (0, 1) is associated with y.
Every point xX is associated with x together with the union of all intervals

associated with this point. The topology on every copy of (0, 1) is induced by the
topology of the real line. The points x and y replace the endpoints of (0, 1). The set that
we get this way is denoted as H(X). The topology on the space is natural, and the quotient
function f" H(X) ---> X maps the point x together with the union of all associated intervals

from H(X) into the point x of X. It is obvious that f is a eonnectexess function.

Definition 17. Let X be a topological union of some family of mutually disjoint open
convex polytopes. Let K(X) be a quotient space ofX such that points of K(X) are
polytopes ofX. Then K(X) is said to be a topological complex ofX.

Lemma 21. LetX be a topological union ofsomefamily ofmutually disjoint open convex
polytopes and let f: X K(X) be a quotientnu described in Definition 17. Then f(x) is

a connectedness-preserving map. The proof follows from definitions of f(x) and

polytopes.
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Theorem 19. Let X be afinite To-space. There exists a simplex Sn such that X can be

embedded into K(Sn). The proof follows from Theorem 15.
Theorem 20. Let Sn be a closed n-simplex and en+l be a closed (n / 1)-cube. Then

K(’) can be embedded into K(en+l).

Proof. K(en+1) is a topological product of (n+1) copies of a segment [ 1, 3] of the integer
fine. Let {a1,

a,2, an+1} be the set of vertices of the simplex. We assign to a vertex a

the point of K(en+l) such that the i-th coordinate of the point is equal to 3 and all other

coordinates are equal to 1.

Let a be a point of K(S’), which is an image of an i-face of g’, associated with
vertices (ail, ai2, aik) of Sn. We assign to a K(Sn) the point (b 1, b2,

bn+l) K(en+l), where bil bi2 ..... bik 2 and all other coordinates are equal to 1.

It is obvious that the only c-points in the image of K(Sn) in K(en+l) arc the images
of vertices and the only Imint in K(en/l) is (2, 2, 2), which is an image of K(Sn). It
is clear that the map of K(Sn) into K(en+l) is a eonneetedness-preserving map.

5. URYSON’S "IHEOREM FOR INTEGERPRODUCT SPACES

Theorem 21. Everyfinite To-space can be embedded into some integerproduct space. The

proof follows from Theorems 19 and 20.
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